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Conservation and restoration of the species-rich, but much threatened, tropical forests, of great 
ecological and ecolmlnic value, are some of the major challenges facing the humans 

today. As Richard B. Primack ( 1995) states in A primer of consewation biology: "Once a spe- 
cies goes extinct, its population cannot be restored, the communities that it inhabited are im- 
poverished, and its potential value to humans can never be realized." Any study aimed at re- 
oeneration of forest i s  therefore to be viewed with due importance. The book on Seed aizd b 

nursery ttechio/ogy offirest trees is a promising work in this direction. 

A compilation of  29 papers, this book is the outcome of a symposium held in India, in 
1997, on forest tree seed and nursery technology, sponsored by the International Union of Fur- 
estry Research Organizations (IUFRO). The variety o f  techniques used and experimented with 
for seed gemination and seedling establishment, although covers mainly some commercial 
species, are of practical value and will suffice to instil innovative spirit among foresters and 
forest biologists. 

In his curtaimraising paper Ram Prasad defines, describes and categorizes forest tree seeds. 
The annual requirement of forestry seeds in India is projected to be 10,000 tonnes, to plant 
about 1 -5-2 million hectares. Forestry seed business in India can be promising although very 
little i s  done to promote it. Quality seeds are in good demand, but forest departments have no 
infrastructure to fulfill the requirements. Seeds of grasses and legumes, medicinal herbs and of 
various indigenous fuel-wood and fodder plants are generaIly not available, The paper also 
mentions about storage methods and pre-treatments before germination. Interestingly, the di- 
gestive enzymes of cattle and goats favour germination of some tree species. Termites as well 
as fermentation can breakdown seed dormancy. A biologist, however, would have been hap- 
pier to devour more of species-specific information of  this kind about the role of birds and 
mammals of the wild on a multitude of species that live in the Indian forests. 

G. P. Maithani lashes out at the concepts of seed stands, seed production area, clonal seed 
orchards and use of certified seeds as mostly confined to the realm of academicians, scientific 
institutes and labs. Private sector is unable to meet the demand as 90% of forests are with the 
Government. He calls for production of field manuals and feels NGO participation in educat- 
ing people about quality seeds. 

Edwards and Naithani, the editors, consider 'recalcitrant' seeds (seeds that cannot be dried 
and stored without major, often, complete loss of seed viability) as a problem that has severely 
constrained regeneration of several tropical forest trees. On the contrary, 'orthodox' seeds can 
endure desiccation. Berjack and Pammenter highlight the physiological mechanisms involved 
in conferring desiccation tolerance to seeds. Seed behaviour is placed along a continuum, al- 
though for convenience seeds may be classified into orthodox, intermediate ar recalcitrant. 
Finch-Savage unravels mechanisms which create desiccation tolerance, like accumulation of 
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seed technology should emerge from its present sedentary state in lonesome labs and nurs- 
eries into the more dynamic and holistic field of ecosystem management, taking into 
consideration the whole gamut of natural factors which operate in forests alld play decisive 
role in seed dispersal, germination and seedling establishment. We lleed to track also the 
fate of seeds of an astounding n~unber of forest species being subjected to increasing anthmpo- 
genic factors like habitat fragmentation, edge effect, subversion of hydrological ~*egimes 
for human wants, logging, forest fires and annihilation of wild animals along with their hnbi- 
tats. Seed biologists surely will have a greater role to play in future in the restoration of natural 
forests. 

Department of Botany 
Dr. Baliga College of Arts and Science 

imr  on stoc lications edited by R. C. Dalang, M. 
Dozzi and F. Russo, Bifkhnuser Verlag AG, Klosterberg 23, CH-4010 B ase.1, Switzerland, 
1999, pp. N 2 ,  sFr. 158. 

23tochastic' i s  Greek word which means 'random' or 'chance'. Stochastic allalysis deals wit11 
models which involve uncertainties or randomness. A physical phenomenon is usually goy- 
erned hy certain laws. To analyze a phenomenon one uses these laws to derive certain mathe- 
matical equations. These equations contain one or several parameters. Due to various uncer- 
tainties in the environment, measurelnent errors, lack of information, etc., it is difficult to find 
the 'true' values ctC these ptmrneters. This leads to uncertainty in the system even though the 
governing laws are deterministic. One way of circumventing this difficulty is to replace the 
'true' values of the parameters by some kind of average and hope that the behaviour of this 
averaged model would be 'close' to that of the original one. This may work in some cases 
while in many cases the model may not be robust enough to accormnodate this kind of averrig- 
ing mechanisnz. 111 other words, the behaviour of the averaged model may be fundarnentall y 
different from that of the original one. T11ere may be some physical systems which are gov- 
erned by probabilistic (or stochastic) laws of motion rather than deterministic ones, though this 
may be 3 debatable issue. It may be questioned at a philasaphical level whetl~er randomness 
really exists in nature, Indeed Einstein raised this issue in the context of quantum mechanics 
and remarked "God does not play with dice". Though this philosophical issue may not get re- 
solved in one way or the other, it is certainly true that stochastic models quite often lead to a 
better understanding of many physical phenomena. In fact, Einstein in his doctoral thesis de- 
veloped a stochastic model to describe the irregular movement of pollen, suspended in water; 
observed by the botanist Robert Brown in 1928. This random movement, known as Brownian 
motiotl, i s  due to the buffeting of the pollen by water ~mlecules which results in a dispersal or 
diffusioll of the pollen in the water. Probably this was one of  the first stochastic models to de- 



We begin with Mathematical finance which is the hottest topic on the circuit today. Inthis 
topic there are three papers. The paper by Barucci et al. 'On a semigroup approach to no- 
arbitrage pricing theory' deals with a semigroup approach to option pricing theory. Under rm- 
arbitrage condition the price of an option i s  known to satisfy a certain parabolic pde. In this 
paper, the authors study an analytic semigroup associated with the Cauchy problem of t h i s  pde. 
The next paper in this topic by Fischer et al. 'Risk minimizing strategies under partial observa- 
tion' studies risk-minimizing strategies in n portfolio selection problem in a financial market 
with incomplete information. They use stochastic filtering techniques to determine risk mini- 
mizing strategies. The paper by Delban et al. 'A compactness principle for bounded sequences 
of martingales with applications' establishes a compactness result for a sequence of martin- 
gales which is bounded in a certain function space. They have deviscd a new technique to ob- 
tain this result. A novel point of  this paper is that this technique is used to get a new proof the 
optimal decompositio~l theorem in mathematical finance. In the broad category of Stocl~astic 
analysis there are 13 papers. The first paper by Ben Hark et nl. 'Central limit tI1eorenl for the 
local time of a Gaussian process' uses expansion in term of Hermitc polynomials to prove a 
functional central limit theorem for the local time of a real stationary C:lussian process. The 
next paper by Benachour et al. 'Explicit solutions of some fourth order pde via iterated 
Brownian motion' employs probabilistic method to solve a deterministic pde. Tlt: authors havi! 
given an explicit stochastic representation o f  the solution of a fourth-order pde. The third paper 
in this category by Buckdahn et. al. 'Ergodic backward SDE and associated SPDE' studies sta- 
tionary solutions of  a certain class of backward SDE and establishes its connection with a cer- 
tain class of second-order linear ppde. The paper by Cl~enal et ab 'Law of iterated logarithm for 
parabolic SPDE' extends the classical functional law of iterated logaritl~m of Strassen type to 
parabolic SPDE. The paper by Hirsch et al. 'Multiparameter Markov processes and capacity' is 
a survey article which is based on the contribution of the authors on this topic. It first gives the 
definition of symmetric multiparameteer Markov processes and introduces the associated cam 
pacities. It then gives many illustrative examples and states lnslny interesting results. The paper 
by Khoshnevisan et al. 'Iterated Brownian motion and i t s  intrinsic skeletal structure' surveys 
some recent results on iterated Brownian motion. The emphasis of the paper lies on the intrin- 
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sic skeletal stl~~cture which is used to develop the associated stochastic calculus. Lean&& 
paper 'Stochastic Wm-Z~mjno-Witten model for the measure of Kontsevitch' studies vajous 
aspects of infinite-dimensional stochastic calculus. The paper by Privault 'Independence of 
multiple stochastic integral' deals with the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
pendence of single and multiple stochastic integrals. The paper 'Existence of invariant meas- 
ures for diffusion processes on Banach spaces' by Rockner et al. establishes the existence of 
invariant measures for Banach space-val~~ed diffusion processes with unbounded drifts. The 
next paper in this category 'On some new type of infinite-dimensional Laplacians' by Scarlatti 
deals with infinite-dimensional stochastic analysis. The author studies a new class of infinite- 
di~nensional Laplacians and highlights i t s  main properties. The paper by Truman et al. 'Sto- 
chastic pde of Schrodinger type and stochastic Mehler kernels - a path integral approach' deals 
with stochastic mechanics. It presents a rigorous path integral derivation of stochastic Mehler 
kernel formulas. It also presents applications to stochastic pde of Schrodinger type. The paper 
'Probability and quantum symmetries in a Riemannian manifold' by Zambrini deals with sto- 
chastic geometry. It exploits the theory of diffusions to get some novel quantum symmetries on 
a Riemannian manifold. The last paper in this category 'Statistical manifolds, self-parallel 
curves and learning processes' is by Burdet et al. The authors introduce a new type of stochas- 
tic geometry called information geometry which relates differential geometry to probability 
theory. They have analyzed some special spaces called statistical manifolds. This analysis has 
been used to study Boltzman machine.. 

There are two papers in Random fields. The first paper 'Generalized random vector fields 
and Euclidean quantum vector fields' by Becker et al. studies random vector fields in the 
framework o f  Euclidean quantum fields. It discusses a 'no-go theorem' which provides ,some 
understanding why Euclidean quantum field theory has been relatively less successful in the 
vector case than in the scalar case. The next paper in this type 'A microscopic model of phase 
field type' by Bertini et al. introduces and analyzes a microscopic and stochastic model of 
phase field type and discusses its macroscopic limits. 

Finally there are two papers in engineering applications. The first 'Random production 
flow. An exactly solvable fluid model' by Cirput et al. deals with manufacturing systems. 
A stochastic model is developed to analyze a failure-prone manufacturing system. Fluctuations 
of the buffer flow of parts is analyzed using a fluid model. The authors have derived an exact 
characterization of the output process delivered by a production dipole composed of two 
machines separated by a single storage zone. The next paper in this category 'Heavy traffic 
and optimal control methods for a communication systems' by Kushner deals with the optimal 
control problem of  multiplexing-type communication systems with heavy traffic. The heavy 
traffic limit is derived as a controlled reflecting diffusion and the ergodic control problem is 
analyzed. 

The proceedings is a good reference material for researchers 
sis and applications. 

in the area of stochastic analy- 

Department of Mathematics 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012 
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483 5/24, Ansari Road, Darya Ganj, New Delhi 1 10 002, 1 %)% 171'- 39.3. 13s. 750, 

The major topics in this collection of articles are linear iwdcls, nuWi x thcory ( generalized 
inverses) with statistical applications, characterization of' distri hu t ions, v ;rr*i:tncc components, 
and analysis of diveisity. There are 39 articles in thc volume. 

The articles had appemed in a variety of journals. 'They have twl hccn rcprc~iuccd here by a 
photo-offset process, but have been typeset afresh. This giws  the v o l u n ~ c  an attractive uniform 
look. On the other hand, such n procedure i s  liable t o  introciucc plenty (TI' typc9g1~qA-1icd errors; 
I must admit however that: I found very few such cn40rs. 

Although many of  these articles have other authors us wcll, thc left-sick p q c  headers 
have only 'C. R. Rao'. The title pages of individual nrticles do no[ carry authors' nurzcs and so 
the coauthors have been ignored again. The coauthors arc rncntiorlcrl only in the Conterzts. 
pages. 

When a series of volumes like this is publishuci, it i s  use t i l l  to i i lduclc fists of' contents of the 
other volumes, at least the earlier volumes. This has not  becn done. 
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ended and could accolnnmdate 
lished, one hopes, over the next 

Stat Math Unit 
Indian Statistical Institute 
Bangalore 560 059 

a few more volumes of articles by Professor Rao to be pub- 
few decades! 

The Couette-Taylor system consisting of fluid flow between two rotating cylinders is a p o p -  
lar research topic both in experimental and theoretical fluid mecha~lics. The expel-imental setup 
was conceived by M. Couette, a French physicist, mare than a hundred years ago to deduce the 
viscosity of the fluid from measurements of torque exerted by the fluid on the illner cylinder. 
Let Q1 and Q be the angular velocities of the inner and outer cylinders. When = 0 arid LR2 is 
not large the fluid flow is nearly laminar ('efemed as Couette flow) and the torque is then pro- 
portional to v.R2 where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. As Q2 i s  increased the flow 
eventually becomes turbulent. Later Mallock found that if CZl + 0 and R? - = 0 (i.e. allowing the 
i~lner cylinder to rotate but keeping the outer cylinder stationary) the Couettc flow was not ob- 
servable even when Q1 was low. In  1923 G. I. Taylor showed that an instability, manifesting in 
the form of' a pattern o f  sn~all counter rotating vortices superimposed on the basic flow, occurs 
when GI exceeded a critical value. This critical value was lower than any of the values used by 
Malloc k. This means that for certain initial conditions which are close to the Couette flow the 
system evolves to a state different from Couette flow. Ever since this flow system has been 
referred as Taylor-Couette flow. As rR1 is further increased a hierarchy of successive instabili- 
ties: azimuthal travelling waves, twisting regimes, quasiperiodic regimes and so on lending 
step by step to fully developed tm-bulence. When both the cylinders are rotated in opposite 
directions richer routes to turbulence are observed. 

Thus, the Taylor-Couette flow although simple in nature generates a variety of easily ob- 
servable flow patterns ultimately leading to turbulence. In fact many good experimental results 
were obtained in the 1960s. The recent progress in powerful computers, numerical techniques 
and the theory of dynamical systems has made it possible to make a much more detailed theo- 
retical studies than was possible in the 1960s. Added to this, progress in n~easuring and analys- 
ing velocities of fluid particles has led to a greater interaction between people working in 
experiment and theory. This has been further stimulated by the relnarkable agreement between 
theoretical predictions and experimental observations especially when the height of cylinders is 
large enough. For instance, extremely careful numerical computations by Bolstad and ~ e l l e r '  
have indicated the presence of some hidden vortices that were overlooked in experiments. 
Careful experiments and observations later did reveal these hidden vortices. 

The book under review investigates a variety of stationary solutions to the Navier-Stokes 
equations that model the Taylor-Couette flow. Using Fourier decomposition in the axial direc- 
tion and a finite difference scheme in the radial direction the resulting system of nonlinear 
equations are solved by a Newton iterative scheme. The method of continuation pioneered by 
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